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(9.17.4) (Continuity of the roots of an equation as a function of para-
meters) Let A be an open set in C, F a metric space, fa continuous complex
valued function in A x F, such that for each a e F, z ->f(z, a) is analytic in A.
Let B be an open subset of A, whose closure B in C is compact and contained
in A, and let a0 e F be such that no zero off(z, a0) is on the frontier ofE. Then
there exists a neighborhood W of a0 in F such that: (I) for any a 6 W,/(z, a)
has no zeros on the frontier ofE; (2) for any a e W, the sum of the orders
of the zeros off(z9 a) belonging to B is independent ofot.
The number of distinct zeros of/(z, a0) in B is finite; let al9..., an be
these points. For each frontier point x of B, there is a compact neighborhood
Ux of jc, contained in A, such that/(z, a0) has no zero in U^ (9.1.5); if we
cover the (compact) frontier of B by a finite number of sets UXJ, the union
U of B and the U^ is a compact neighborhood of B, contained in A and such
that/(z, a0) has no zero in U n (A — B). Let r be the minimum of the numbers
|0. - oji (i ^j)9 and for each i (!<*'< n), let Dt- be an open ball \z - at\ < rt
of radius rt<r/2, contained in B; then Df n D,-= 0 if i*£j. Let
H = U-(U Dj); this is a compact set; let m be the minimum value of
\f(z, a0)| in H; we have m > 0 by (3.17.10). Now, for each x e B, there is
a neighborhood V^ of x contained in A and a neighborhood W^ of a0 in F,
such that \f(y9 a)-/(x, a0)| < m/2 for y e Vx and a e W,. As B is compact
it can be covered by a finite number of sets V^ (!<&</?); let
W = p) WXfc; this is a neighborhood of a0 in F, and by definition, for any
a e W and any y e B, we have \f(y, a) —f(y, a0)| < m. As a first consequence,
it follows that f(y, a) ^ 0 for y e H and a e W; on the other hand, as
\f(z9 a) —/(z, a0)| < \f(z, a0)| in H, Rouche's theorem, applied to each
circuit t-tat + riJ* (0</<27c) shows that the sum of the orders of the
zeros of/(z, a) in Dt is independent of a e W, hence the theorem.
PROBLEMS
1.	Let A «= c be an open simply connected set, /a meromorphic complex valued function
in A, such that each pole of/is simple and the residue of/at each of these poles is a
positive or negative integer. Show that there is in A a meromorphic function g such
that/= g'lg. (If z0 is not a pole of/, show that for any point zi e A which is not a pole
of/, and any road y in A, defined in I c R, of origin z0 and extremity ziy and such that
y(I) does not contain any pole of/, the number exp (\ f(x) dx\ only depends on z0 and zi,
and not on the road y satisfying the preceding conditions (use the theorem of residues).)
2.	Let / be an entire function of one complex variable, such that for real x, y,
\\f(x+ iy)\\ < eM. Show that, for any z distinct from integral multiples ntr of tt,

